
 
 

 

NB: This document was prepared early in 2020 to support ACM shift to digital.  

Intended audience is internal producers and programmers. 

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY – six steps to digital accessibility 

Digital access services: 

For deaf, hard of hearing, people who speak other languages, older or multitasking 

people. 

 Open captions – on-screen text descriptions embedded in picture video for all 

 Closed captions - only when user selects (Users have the option to toggle 

captions on/off) 

 Live remote captioning - live on-screen description 

 Transcriptions (audio content) 

 

For people who are Deaf and sign  

 Auslan interpretation – signing by an interpreter (live or post event) 

  

For the 44% of Australians who have difficulty reading and writing, for people with 

learning difficulties, low levels of literacy or for whom English is a second language. 

 Plain English 

 

For blind/vision impaired 

 Audio Description 

 Accessible formats (RTF, MSWord and PDF) 

 

Step One: Identify the kind of content 

 Pre-existing content (eg.show archivals),  

 New work 

 Podcasting 

 Public EOI processes  

 Live streamed sessions 

 Interactive workshops   

 Online meetings 
 
Step Two: decide what, how and when access services to use  

ACM regards captioning as a minimum standard.  

 Identify who is the audience or participants and therefore what access is 

going to be most useful.  Don’t assume, ask. Ask your target audience and let 

them help you prioritise  

 What platform is it being broadcast through?   

Eg video (may need captioning/Auslan interpreting for deaf audience, audio 

describing for vision impaired) or audio (may need transcripts/Auslan 

interpreting for deaf audience) 

Step Three: Develop your plan for the access service providers ACM uses: 
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Captioning: ACM Broadcast team for captioning (internal). Broadcast can provide 

captioning for most digital content and are your first go-to. The Captioning Studio for 

Open and Closed captioning and all Live captioning. Vanessa Elvins is your first go-

to as they are the contact point for The Captioning Studio bookings, quotes, delivery. 

Please engage with Broadcast when you are coordinating any of the digital access 

services below as they will be able to advise how these will be integrated into your 

audio or video 

Auslan: Auslan Stage Left for Auslan videos, Auslan signed performances, 

workshops, panels, Q&A’s, etc. The Access Manager is your first go-to for all 

enquiries, quotes, bookings and service. You may wish to engage an independent 

Auslan interpreter. For example, a speaker or artist may suggest someone they work 

with, an interpreter who knows their work or request a First Nations interpreter. If you 

engage an independent interpreter, Auslan Stage Left will not promote the event on 

their website (targeting Deaf community). 

Audio Description: Vision Australia provide free Audio description.  ACM also uses 

a paid Audio description service through Description Victoria that includes pre-show 

audio files, live description. 

 Text and transcriptions: ensure all text is available in accessible formats (RTF, 

MSWord and PDF) 

Step Four: Budget your digital access plan  

 Approach Broadcast (Ally Murphy) to discuss financial support for 

captioning and transcribing content  

 Approach Visitor Experience (Vanessa Elvins) to discuss your project and 

all requirements for Audio description, Auslan interpreting and Captioning. 

Even if you are using an independent service provider e.g. an independent 

Auslan interpreter not Auslan Stage Left, it's good for them to know, and they 

can often help navigate the delivery aspects e.g. accessing scripts, timelines, 

etc.  

 Build into your own Programming budget  

Costs 

ACM Broadcast team will caption new and existing videos and digital content at no 

cost to Programming up to $1,000 per month or up to approx. 10 hrs of viewing (3-4 

hrs of dialogue content in Closed Captions). 

The Captioning Studio will provide captioning of general recorded content for $10+ 

GST per minute of video (minimum 5 minutes per video file with a 7-day turnaround. 

They can also offer 3 day and 24-hour services. They charge $80 +GST per video 

for open caption encoding. 

Auslan Stage Left and most independent Auslan interpreters charge $80.00 per 

hour, minimum 2hrs. Interpreting live shows and performances generally requires a 

minimum of two interpreters who take turns at 15min intervals.  
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Step Five: Considerations in producing your digital access content:  

Pre-Existing Recorded Content eg. show archivals 

 Video: ACM Broadcast can caption content but require a 48hr turnaround time 

 Transcription: Speech-to-text software exists to caption and transcribe 

dialogue; the captions created then usually need editing to ensure right words 

have been recognised, context is correct, names correctly spelt etc.  

Live-Streamed Events  

 Question relevant to all live-streamed events – is this session being recorded 

to be shared with a broader/different audience at a later date? This may affect 

whether you invest in live captioning (possible via Zoom plug in; Broadcast 

investigating) or whether you caption post-event. Of course – if you believe 

there are participants who require live-captioning OR if the event is being 

streamed to a particularly wide audience, live-captioning is best.  

 An advantage with live captioning is it generates a transcript (documented 

record) of the event, that can be uploaded onto our website or used for other 

purposes.    

Interactive Workshops 

 Check in re. access requirements as part of your registration process 

 Offer Auslan and/or live captioning 

Online Meetings 

 Set up the rules of the space at the start of the session – mics muted, be clear 

who is hosting, instigate speaking mechanism eg. raise your hand etc.  

 Auslan interpreters can still be engaged to provide services via video;  

 Live captioning  

 Transcribe/caption the recording of the session after the event  

Commissioning Initiatives - Public Call Outs (EOIs) 

 Give applicants the option to apply via video so that they can communicate in 

Auslan or speak to the application questions 

 Make a public offer that encourages applicants to get in touch to discuss other 

application formats.  

 Are you running an online info session? If so, see points above re: Live 

Streaming and Online Meetings. Auslan interpreters can still video in, and live 

captioning is also possible.  

 Offer information in accessible formats  

 Provide an audio introduction/overview - it can be easily recorded on a 

smartphone.  

 Commissioning an Auslan video - these videos can be self-taped and the 

Auslan speaker can also be engaged/paid to do an initial caption, which can 

be edited simply in house by Programming/Broadcast. A basic script will need 

to be provided to the Auslan speaker as part of the brief, but this can easily be 

based off public EOI information. Example: Luke King’s Auslan Video for Next 

Wave EOI Call out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZM9lnSWT8M . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZM9lnSWT8M
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Please ensure the Auslan interpreter video matches the video or audio that 

has been supplied to Broadcast so we know it is in-sync for our viewers 

 Campaign - Spend will need to include targeted campaign funds for reaching 

artists with disability 

 Auslan applications will need to be captioned once submitted; fees and time 

to be factored for that. 

PDFs – If you can’t highlight the text on a PDF, it can’t be read by screen-reader 

technology.  

Alt-text - is the text that a screen-reader will read out when it gets to an image 

online. Ensure all images uploaded online have alt-text descriptions supplied. You 

can also include alt-text in Instagram and insert image descriptions into Facebook 

posts.  

When adding an image to Word document select Format>Picture from the menu. 

Click the “Alt text” option on side bar and add text. 

Phone Access - The National Relay Service (NRS) is a government phone service 

for people who are Deaf or who have a hearing or speech impairment. It allows 

people who have a disability to call you and speak to you by phone. If you’re familiar 

with live event radio protocols, you’ll be familiar with how to take a call from the 

National Relay Service. (See: Top Ten Tips for NRS below)  

In any instance where artists/audience/community have the option to call a 

Programming staff member (eg. to discuss an EOI idea) or the organisation more 

broadly, we should be noting that they can do so via the National Relay Service and 

listing the relevant number/s.  

In line with the above, it should be noted in any public communications when the 

person they are contacting is available. Eg. If you are listed as the main contact and 

you’re only available/in office Tuesdays and Thursdays, then this should be clearly 

noted online/in all materials, so that the artist/audience member is not constantly 

trying to call back via the NRS and not hearing anything back.  

Step six: Communicate with your audiences 

 Talk to Marketing about using the appropriate access symbol to communicate 

something is accessible ‘at a glance’ on the website/ digital comms.  

 Communicate clearly when access is limited.  

 

Resources/Links  

 ZOOM Accessibility: https://zoom.us/accessibility 

 Vision Australia – excellent tools and resources for all but particularly 

excellent for Online & Marketing - 

https://www.visionaustralia.org/services/digital-access/resources 

https://www.communications.gov.au/what-we-do/phone/services-people-disability/accesshub/national-relay-service
https://zoom.us/accessibility
https://www.visionaustralia.org/services/digital-access/resources
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 Arts Access Victoria – excellent resources including fact sheets on captioning, 

Audio Description and Easy English communications: 

https://www.artsaccess.com.au/resources/ 

 National Relay Service – Top Tips (PDF saved in Teams) 

 Description Victoria – Remote Online services (PDF saved in Teams) 

 Drake Music (UK) - accessibility in video conferencing and remote meetings: 

https://www.drakemusic.org/blog/becky-morris-knight/accessibility-in-video-

conferencing-and-remote-meetings/ 

 Media Access Australia is Australia’s only independent not-for-profit charitable 

organisation dedicated to increasing web and digital accessibility for people 

with disability. https://mediaaccess.org.au/ 

 

Digital Access at a Glance: 

👉 Plain English 

👉 Access Symbols 

👉 Ask, don’t assume, when deciding what access will be most helpful 

👉 Provide a mobile number for people who are Deaf 

👉 Provide both PDF and accessible format (MSWord or RTF) documents for 

download 

👉 Screen-reader software can’t read PDF  

👉 Minimum 12pt font (use Arial or accessible font) 

👉 Alt-Text for all images uploaded 

👉 Provide lapel mics rather than a microphone and lectern 

👉 Live captioning for unscripted content 

👉 Open captions "visible to everyone” for Facebook and other social media videos 

👉 Audio Description for people who are blind and have low vision 

👉 Auslan interpreting for people who are Deaf and use Auslan as their first language 

👉 Captions for people who are Deaf, hard of hearing, who use a language other 

than the one spoken and if speech (e.g. accents) are hard to hear 

👉 Plan for access at the start; retro fitting can be costly and take longer 

👉 Sometimes more than one access service is needed e.g. captions and an Auslan 

video 

https://www.artsaccess.com.au/resources/
https://www.drakemusic.org/blog/becky-morris-knight/accessibility-in-video-conferencing-and-remote-meetings/
https://www.drakemusic.org/blog/becky-morris-knight/accessibility-in-video-conferencing-and-remote-meetings/
https://mediaaccess.org.au/
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👉 Factor in the preparation required for an event e.g. names, jargon, acronyms the 

interpreter needs to know 

👉 Factor in the preparation required for an event e.g. access to scripts, archival 

videos and/or attending a rehearsal or performance 

👉 The more information to the e.g. Auslan interpreter, the better prepared they are 

to give audiences the best possible experience 

👉 Communicate when access is limited 

👉 Factor access into your schedule e.g. 48hrs for captions 

👉 Establish ‘communication rules’ for respectful and effective exchange during e.g. 

Zoom meetings. This is particularly useful in workshops with Deaf participants 

👉 Do something even if it’s not perfect 


